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1: Shapes - Preschool Games
16 fun activities for learning shapes. by Anna G and characteristics of shapes with these fun-filled ideas! and be one of
the first to learn about our new.

Cut a square out of the center of the construction paper and they colored it. Collections For my triangle I cut a
larger triangle out of butcher paper and then drew things that had triangles. Lacing Cut out a square, punch
holes along the side, take some yarn enough to thread thru your square, put tape at both ends of the yarn and
thread thru holes on the square. You can do this with all the shapes. Nesting Give the children a large square
sheet of paper, a smaller one, and smaller one, a smaller one, and smaller one and so on. Have the children
glue them on top of each other by size. Sponge Painting Square sheet of paper, paint and square shaped
sponges. Collage Cut a bunch of square from construction paper or even better. Shape Pictures Give them a
bunch of different sized squares and have them make a picture of anything they want with them. Shape
Painting Give them a large sheet of square shaped paper and let them choose their favorite color paint.
Encourage them to paint the whole square. While still wet, sprinkle with glitter. Stencils Make square stencils
use tagboard Picture Frames Make square picture frames using popsicle sticks Shape Placemats Have the
children cut out the different shape you are using like you said you were using circles and ovals. Then when
you eat ask the children to find the â€¦â€¦. Remember you can use clear contact paper instead of laminating.
And if you need it to be stronger use light cardboard. Art Shapes Cut out different shapes like your circle out
of tissue paper and brush glue onto wax paper and glue the shapes to it. Construction Paper and magazines
Draw large shapes on construction paper. Have the children fill in the shapes using pictures cut from
magazines. Fill a circle with circular shapes etc. Yarn, glue, toilet tissue tubes, paint, and construction paper.
Give the children pieces of yarn or string to dip into bowls of glue. Have them wrap the glue-covered yarn
around short cardboard tubes any way they wish. Allow the glue to dry. Make paint pads by placing folded
paper towels in shallow containers and pouring on small amounts of tempera paint. Let the children roll their
tubes across the paint pads, then all over pieces of construction paper. Oaktag, colored construction paper,
glue and crayons. For each child, cut a gumball machine shape out of oaktag along with a number of small
paper circles to use as gum balls. Have the children color their gum ball machine shapes with crayons. Let
them choose the circles they want for the gum balls and glue them on their shapes. If you are working on a
particular color make all the circles that color. White on Black Bold Materials: Soap flakes, white finger paint,
heavy sheet of black paper, and plastic squeeze bottles. Put soap flake and paint in squeeze bottle. Squeeze out
interesting white lines of different shapes on black paper. Arrange them in a bold pattern. Food coloring, glue,
toothpicks, paper. Use food coloring to tint two or three small containers of glue. Provide toothpicks for each
color of glue. Children use toothpicks to dot glue on art paper in a free-form pattern, varying the colors they
use. Fruit Loop Necklace â€” circles Give each child a long piece of yarn with tape on one end. Let them
string fruit loops onto the yarn. Ask them to also name the colors as they string. When done tie the two ends
together and let them wear. Just make sure to take off before nap time. Paper Chains â€” rectangle and circles
Give each child several paper strips rectangles to decorate. Delightful Kites trapezoid Materials: Art Paper,
scraps of art paper in assorted colors, scissors and paste, pencil and eraser, ruler, crepe paper strips Procedure:
Fold and cut out kite shape. Use various colors of paper scraps to create spring kite designs. Twinkle Star star
Give each child a star cut from paper. Let them paint it yellow. Before it dries, sprinkle glitter on the star.
Traffic Light rectangle, circles Give each child a black rectangle, make it rather large. Let child glue on a red
circle, under that a yellow circle, under that a green circle. Discuss the colors and what they mean as you give
them to the child. Add a smaller black rectangle to the bottom, will look like a pole. Triangle Art triangle Give
each child a large triangle shape. Now give them lots of smaller triangles and let them glue them onto the large
triangle. Build a House square, rectangle, triangle Give each child a large square this is the house and let them
glue it onto a piece of white or blue paper. Now give them a triangle, this is the roof of the house. Now glue
on two squares as windows. Glue a rectangle on as the door. A small circle as the door knob. Children can
now decorate the background to add a sun circle. Shape Book all shapes Give each child a piece of paper with
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the name of a shape written on the bottom. Now give the child several shapes and let them glue the right one
onto the right paper. They can decorate this cover if they want. Now staple all the pages and cover together.
Kids can take this home and read their Shape Book to their parents. I also do this with Colors. Shape People
Make a circle out of red construction paper I combine colors with shapes here , make white ovals for eyes with
black circles inside, make short rectangles for arms and long rectangles for legs, hearts for hands and triangles
for feet, all in different colors. I do the same with triangles, squares and rectangles. I cut all the shapes out but
I let the children glue them together. Gluing is another teaching experience. We hang them in the room for the
rest of the week and they take them home the following week. Clown Face Cut out a large circle for each
child. Cut out several small circles, triangles, rectangles and diamonds from various colors of construction
paper. Let the children paste them to the white paper to make a clown face. Point a Path Purpose: To provide
meaningful experience with geometric shapes. Provide a muffin tin containing several colors of mixed finger
paints for each table or small group of children. Supply a large piece of paper for each child. Cut out shapes
for children to add as the segments to the body. Spray Painting Cut out shapes after you draw them onto paper.
Then place them on white paper and spray tempura paint over them. Kids get to see shapes on paper and the
ones they cutout. Shapes Box Cut out shapes, put in box. Let children choose shapes to create their own
creation to glue on paper. Rectangle Robots Pre-cut several rectangle shapes: For arms, legs, hands and feet
cut paper strips with my paper cutter, in various sizes. Try wrapping paper or paper with other textures too.
The kids put their rectangles on their paper first, then when they are pleased with their arrangement they paste
them on the paper. Carbon Drawing Attach a sheet of paper that had shapes on it to a blank sheet of paper with
a sheet of carbon in between. Shape Art Use a shape as the beginning of a picture: A circle can be turned into
a face A square can be turned into a house A triangle can be turned into a tee-pee A rectangle can be turned
into a high rise An oval can be turned into a balloon A diamond can be turned into a kite A heart can be part of
the body Shapes Games and Activities Shape Hopping Tape a bunch of squares to the floor and have a
hopping game or play musical squares. Shapes on Chairs Tape the different shapes you are learning to the
back of your chairs. Then when you use the chairs ask a child to sit on a circle shape and so on. Circle Time
During circle time you could put shapes on the floor where you want the children to sit, or you could go to
your carpet store and ask for samples of carpet and tape or paint the shapes on their.
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2: Fun to Learn - Shapes and Colours | Thomas & Friends Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Learn Shapes with Elly - Circle, Triangle, Rectangle, Square and Learning Colors!!! Learning is easy when it is FUN and
the World of Elly is all about Adventure, Learning new things, colors and.

Here is an easy way to teach shapes that kids will love! The materials are cheap, the set up is simple, and the
learning is hands-on. This math activity is a great way to introduce shapes to kids, and also to use for practice
and review. We did our shapes activity in the bath tub, but it can easily be adapted for classroom use, too! As a
former 5th grade teacher, let me tell you that the algebra and geometry lessons start a lot earlier than they did
when we were in school. Any steps you can take NOW to help give your child an early grasp of important
math concepts will have long term benefit!! For this math activity with the kids, I wanted to focus on learning
about shapes with sides in a hands-on way. To set up, I used foam craft sticks found at a craft store. For
example, for triangle, I wrote the number 3, the word triangle, and drew a small picture of a triangle on each of
3 sticks. I made enough sticks to be able to make these shapes: I used a permanent marker to do the writing
and let the craft sticks dry for a little while before using them. When I finished all the labeling, I drew the kids
a warm bath, added a few drops of food coloring for some color, and floated all the craft sticks in the blue
water. The kids took turns plucking one stick from the water and reading the number on it. That told us how
many more sticks we needed to find of that color. The kids hunted for the sticks and stuck them to the wall of
the bath tub. Foam sticks to things when wet like a removable sticker! We repeated the activity for all the
shapes. When we finished, the kids pulled all the shapes down and repeated the activity on their own. They
had a lot of fun building the shapes and counting all the sides. All in all this is a really simple and fun way to
get your kids to practice math! So this activity is easily adaptable to other areas of your home or for the
classroom. Now hop over to Bath Activities for Kids to read about another fun math activity for kids!
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3: Get Into Shapes! 9 Fun Ways to Learn About Shapes | www.enganchecubano.com
For more ideas and free printables to help kids learn shapes, see my Teaching Shapes to Kids page and my Learning
Shapes Pinterest Board. Follow Katie @ Gift of Curiosity's board Learning Shapes on Pinterest.

Please read my disclosure for more information. The ability to identify a triangle or the color red may seem
like simple and basic concepts to you and me, but these concepts truly pave the way for more complicated
skills later on. For instance, learning their shapes gives your child a foundation upon which they can build
their spatial awareness and mathematical abilities. Color recognition is a basic component of scientific
knowledge and the creative arts. When you think about it, your child will use the ability to recognize colors
and shapes for the rest of their life. The toddler years age 1 â€” 3 are the perfect time to begin working on
color recognition. Although you can begin to introduce these concepts during infancy by using color and
shape words in your daily communication, your child is ready to begin saying them back to you once they can
talk. For this reason, the years between one and three are perfect for making this new skill a major priority in
your family. Keep in mind, however, that helping your child learn their shapes does not have to take a
monumental effort or drain your budget. Fun Ways to Teach Your Toddler Shapes Teaching your toddler
shape recognition is as simple as pointing out the basic shapes that exist in their world. As you do, remember
to start with basic shapes such as a circle or square before moving to more complicated ones such as a sphere.
Use these ideas for inspiration to include shape recognition in your daily activities together. Shapes On The
Floor Grab a roll of tape, and use it to make a large shape on the floor. Here are a few fun games and activities
to learn shapes: Have your child use the tape like a road that they can drive their car on. To make sure the
lesson sticks, keep using the shape name as you play together. Make several shapes on the floor, then you
could throw a ball and see which shape the ball falls into. You could arrange toys around the border of the
shape, like legos. You could have your kiddo put different shaped items into the shapes on the floor. For
example, all the square-shaped toys would go into the square. All the rectangular shaped toys would go into
the rectangle on the floor, etc. Pick out a shape to search for, and hand your toddler a magnifying glass to
really get them in the spirit. Then, help them search for the shape in your house and on a walk outside. If your
child struggles with finding the right shape, then give them a cut out shape that they can use for comparison.
Make Sensory Shapes Engaging multiple senses at the same time is a proven way to help your child retain
new concepts. While this one might get a little bit messy, you can bet that your kiddo will have a blast. Grab
some fingerpaint, pudding or shaving cream, and show your child how to draw a square, triangle and a circle.
For very young toddlers, keep it simple by limiting your demonstration to only one shape. If your little one is
already pretty good at drawing and recognizing shapes, then add in more. Read a Shape Book Reading
together is an effective way to introduce new concepts to toddlers who can use the visual images in the
pictures to reinforce their comprehension. Today, you can find many toddler-level books that talk about
shapes. Seuss is a classic that you might have even enjoyed as a child. Engaging Toddler Activities for
Learning Colors One of the best things about teaching colors is that they are everywhere. You can use these
ideas to help your child begin to associate a name with the colors that they see in their environment. Con
Poulos Sometimes, toddlers get stuck on a certain color. As you plan this activity, remember that it works best
when you go over the top. You can then help them get dressed in clothes that fit the highlighted color and plan
activities that keep the theme going. Talk About Colors at Mealtimes Some of the most important lessons your
little one will learn in life happen during mealtime conversations, and your child is likely already curious
about the food that you put on their plate. During lunch and dinner, remark upon the different colors that you
see and invite your child to describe the color of their broccoli, carrots and meat. Not only will this inspire you
to add different fruits and vegetables to their plate, but your child will also quickly begin to pick up the color
names as they associate them with certain tastes. Make a Pom Pom Color Sorting Game Sorting objects helps
toddlers organize new concepts in their brain, and you will love spending a few minutes putting together this
easy game. Take a few empty paper towel rolls and paint them each a different color of the rainbow. Then,
scatter some colored pom poms on the ground, and have your child match them to each colored cardboard roll.
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Once they do, your kiddo can then use kid-friendly tongs to drop them inside. Image Credit Color Their Bath
With Fun Bath time tends to be a relaxing moment for toddlers when they are open to just enjoying some free
play. As your child splashes about, consider adding some bath color tablets to the water to make it more fun.
Alternatively, you can give them some bath crayons and encourage them to name the colors as they draw on
the tile. Image Credit For a slightly different feel, you could use a few plastic bins such as the little cartons
that strawberries are sold in and some colored construction paper. Cut out squares of the construction paper
and put them in the bottom of each bin. Then, have your child find objects in your house that match each
color. To make it extra exciting, you can even stash a few surprise trinkets throughout the room that your child
will love to discover. Educational toys are really great resources because they are fun and yet they educate
your child at the same time. Find toys with primary colors and play with it, all the while using color as you
talk. You could say things like: For example, learning colors, learning numbers and counting, sorting, etc. As
they begin to become familiar with the stories, then start to pause before saying the color word as you read to
give your child a chance to fill it in themselves. It does not matter if you are a teacher, or not. Teaching shapes
and colors do not need to be stressful. It can be fun! Our kids DO learn just by playing! Here are tons of useful
resources to guide you.
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4: Preschool Shape Songs: Learning About Shapes in a Fun Way
15 Ways to Learn Shapes. Grab an Abacus! - As well as being great for maths practice, this classic toy is also great for
working on shape recognition with younger kids.

January 29, These shape activities will get your sweetie used to thinking about squares, circles, and other
geometric objects. For a mind-and-body morning warm-up that doubles as a mommy-and-me activity , play
this stimulating shape-smart game. Show your munchkin how to make a circle by holding his arms like a bowl
in front of him. A little extra stretch turns his circle into an oval. To form a triangle, have him bend over and
try to touch the ground a few inches in front of his feet like a downward dog. You can even rename the classic
jumping jack: Not remotely close to the holidays? Just cut out a few basic triangles, rectangles, squares,
circles, hearts, and stars from colored construction paper, then encourage your toddler to decorate them with
markers, crayons, stickers, and glitter. Punch a hole in each shape, thread a small piece of yarn or ribbon
through it, and then trim one of your backyard trees. Afterward, kick back with a snack there are shapes to
identify there too and talk to your sweetie about which shapes are her faves. There are plenty of excellent
board books about shapes, but a handmade book created for and with your child packs a bigger educational
punch. For this DIY project, cut out four-by-six-inch pieces of cardstock just the right size to slip into a
wallet-size photo album , and decorate each one with a different shape. For circles, try happy-face stickers or
glue-on snaps or buttons; squares can be box tops and magazine pictures. Another way to boost your
shape-learning arsenal: Experiencing different tactile sensations can help children learn â€” one reason
Montessori preschools encourage students to practice the alphabet with letters cut from sandpaper. For a fun
shapes activity, fashion circles and squares from different materials, including corrugated cardboard, fabric,
and sandpaper. Running his hands around an actual 3D object will give your munchkin more data for figuring
out what makes a shape a shape â€” the roundness of a circle, for instance, or the sharp corners of a square.
Figure in a game of bingo. But he can play an easy all-shapes game, perfect for beginners. Just draw a
three-by-three square grid, sketching a different shape circle, oval, square, rectangle, heart, star, triangle,
diamond, or moon in each square. Draw corresponding shapes on small pieces of paper or index cards and toss
them into a bowl, then draw out the slips of paper and help your little one find the match on his bingo sheet.
When he gets three shapes in a row, he wins! The winner gets to be the bingo caller for the next round. Trying
to name the shapes as he pulls them out of the bowl is a lesson in itself. With a few inch lengths of yarn, your
tot can make a gallery of her own shapes. For this learning activity , help her fashion a circle, a square, a
triangle, and a rectangle by arranging the pieces of yarn on a tabletop. Then draw a line of glue in the right
shape on a piece of cardstock and help your cutie pat the ribbon into place. Create a ship-shape collage. Even
the pros start their drawings as a series of shapes, assembling a person from a few circles and rectangles.
5: Preschool and Kindergarten Shapes Lessons, Activities, and Crafts | KidsSoup
Learn all about shapes. This week we've pulled together 10 fun activities to help your toddler or preschooler learn
shapes. Learning the different shapes is really important for toddlers and preschoolers as they are key to pre-math and
logic and pre-reading and writing skills.

6: How to Teach Shape Recognition to Preschoolers with Fun Activities
Here is an easy way to teach shapes that kids will love! The materials are cheap, the set up is simple, and the learning
is hands-on. The materials are cheap, the set up is simple, and the learning is hands-on.

7: Shapes / FREE Printable Worksheets â€“ Worksheetfun
Get Into Shapes! 9 Fun Ways to Learn About Shapes While you worry about getting into shape, help your preschool
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getting into shapes. These activities make shapes easy to learn for your child, each with a different spin.

8: 10 Super Fun Shape Games for Toddlers
These are ten hip shape activities for toddlers! All very hands on and fun, the learning is just a plus! I tend to stray away
from printables and worksheets, so these activities pass my 'hands on' learning test that all get toddlers very involved in
learning shapes.

9: Shapes! A Geometry Activity for Children | ABCya!
Experiencing different tactile sensations can help children learn â€” one reason Montessori preschools encourage
students to practice the alphabet with letters cut from sandpaper. For a fun shapes activity, fashion circles and squares
from different materials, including corrugated cardboard, fabric, and sandpaper.
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